
August 17, 18, 19 & 20 2023

Botanicals

501 Delaware Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14202

Whimsy by Kelly 
Presents

 Art Retreat

Learn techniques in Pencil, Ink & Watercolor



Won't you join me? 
This watercolor art retreat with artist Kelly Barone
(That's ME!) is suitable for all experience levels. Every
step of the process will be covered and there will be
lots of individual assistance and guidance.

In addition to creating along me every day, you'll also
have plenty of time to relax, enjoy some down time and
share your experiences with fellow creatives over a
glass of wine or great meals. There will be lots of
demonstration, lots of hands on and lots of laughs!

The retreat schedule is flexible and may change to
better fit the group dynamics or unpredictable weather
changes.

Classes in a 
historic mansion

Meals by Private Chef

Full supply kit included

Explore live Gardens

Over 25 hours
of instruction

Open Studio Sessions



What Happens during the retreat?

introduction to your supplies and
distribution of your Floral models
Make a simple sketchbook to record
ideas throughout the weekend &
Beyond
How to take reference photos for
your work and how to gather
inspiration

Composition and layout
pencil sketching
pen and ink 
A day of sketching and learning 
 how to break your item into
shapes

Moving beyond Pencil
pen & Ink 
the medium of watercolor
Color theory and creating
harmonious palettes

Drawing and Painting from nature
Individual guidance and support
Having all your art-related
questions answered on the spot
Being part of a wonderful
community of like-minded creatives
and artists
Amazing food
Experiences you'll never forget

Thursday:

Friday:

SAturday & Sunday:

All Weekend Long

The retreat
schedule is
flexible and

may change to
better fit the

group dynamics
or

unpredictable
weather
changes



Over the long weekend we will be
exploring several styles of
sketching, 8 different watercolor
techniques, as well as multiple types
of shading. We will spend time
discussing color as well as form.

 You will leave the retreat with a
handmade sketchbook which will
include your work, and 2 full-sized
projects that can be completed by
the end of the weekend, as well as
the knowledge of how to break down
botanicals into simple forms, making
it easy to create beautiful drawings
and paintings on your own.

Additionally you will be given 3
workbooks/reference books to add to
your collection. and of course all
your needed supplies.  There will be
plenty of time for practice, Question
and answeres and discussion as we
explore the various methods. 

What do we get? 



Limited to 18 participants

Continental breakfast, lunch and dinners
are included along with light snacks. 
Tea and Water available in studio

Extra Costs: 
Any additional costs for non-scheduled
sight seeing or trips. 
Lodging is not included.
Dietary restrictions: 
I will try to accomodate dietatry
restrictions but I cannot guarantee.
Please contact me with specifics in advance.
The earlier the more likely restrictions can
be accomodated. Early Bird 

Pricing 

$600 
Full Price
 on April 1

$725
Payment arrangements available


